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To all whom it may one,

Be it known that we, SYLVANUs SAWYER
and WILLIAM ESTY, both of Fitchburg, in
the county of Worcester and State of Massa
chusetts, havejointly invented certain new and
useful. Improvements in Sewing-Machines, of
which the following, taken in connection with
the accompanying drawings, is a specifica
tion:

the upper end of the inclined shaft within the
horn, by which means we are enabled to make
the “tip” of the horn thinner than heretofore,

and, as a result thereof, can work farther in
to the toe of a boot or shoe.
Our invention further consists in the use,

in combination with a whirl or looper ar.

ranged to be rotated in the tip of a horn,
of a peculiar arrangement of intermittent

Our invention is designed more especially gearing, whereby the whirl is held positively

for sewing together the soles and uppers of
boots or shoes, and relates to that class of
sewing-machines in which a projecting horn
is used, which is adapted to enter the interior
of a boot or shoe, alld carries a looping de
vice, which, working in conjunction with a
barbed needle, which enters the material from
the
upper side, forms the “chain-stitch, so
called.
Our invention is an improvement upon the
machiues patented to George W. Sheffield,
March 5, 1872, and January 21, 1873, and
numbered, respectively, 124,293 and 135,047,
and makes the “staple-stitch’ described in
said. Patent No. 124,293, as well as the ordi
nary “chain-stitch.”
Our invention consists, first, in the use of a
barbed needle, arranged to be reciprocated in
the direction of its length, and to have an in
termittent semi-rotation imparted thereto, in
connbination with a Whirl or looper having an
intermittent entire rotation imparted thereto,
in such a nanner that the notion of the
Whirl about its axis shall take place between
the motions of the needle about its axis, and
the oscillating or rotary motion of the needle
shall take place while the whirl is in a state
of rest.

-

in a fixed position during a certain part of the
tilne employed in completing each and every
Istitch, and every movement thereof about its
axis shall be in the same direction.
Our invention further consists in the use of
a steam pipe or pipes suitably mounted within
the cavity or hollow of the horn, and arranged
to revolve with it, said pipe or pipes being
bent into the form of an inverted U, and
suitably connected at one end with a steam
generator, and at the other with a suitable
place for discharging the Waste-steam and
water of condensation, the live steam from
the generator passing up one side of the horn
and
down the other, the thread lying
between
them. .
or
.
Our invention further consists in the coin

bination, with a stealm pipe or pipes mounted
within the cavity of the horn, and arranged.
to be revolved there with, of two annular
chambers formed in the inner wall of the bear
ing in which the horn revolves, and suitable
passages or pipes leading from one of said
chambers to a steam-generator, and from the
other to a suitable place for discharging the
waste stealm and water of condensation. . . . .
Our invention further consists in giving to
the needle an intermittent reciprocating no
tion by means of a pitman operated by a
crank-pin having a considerably greater throw
than the needle, the lower end of said pitman
being provided with a longitudinal slot, in
which works a pin set in the needle-carrier,
the lower end of the slot in the pitman being
provided with a set screw to vary the length
of the slot, and thereby the length of the

Our invention further cousists in so operat
inig the whirl in the tip of the “ horn' that
it will make an entire revolution around its
axis at each reciprocation of the lneedle, with
a period of rest after each revolution, which
revolution is always in the same direction,
instead of an oscillating motion forward and
back, as in the McKay & Mathies machine.
Our invention further consists in the em stand-still of the needle.
ployment of all intermediate gear-wheel, pro. Our invention further consists in so attach
vided with spur and bevel teeth, between ing the wrist-pin, with which the pitman en
the whirl on one side and the bevel-gear on gages to impart the reciprocating motion to

- -

g
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the needle-bar, to the prismatic sleeve that, half-revolution, so that the barb is again on

- as it may be adjusted lengthwise of said sleeve the side toward the feed-point, and still en
for the purpose of adjusting the position of gaged with the loop, when the feed-point is
toward the needle, moving the stock
the
lever end of the needle-bar relative to the moved
with it a distance equal to the desired length
work.
Our invention further consists in a peculiar of stitch. The needle now descends as before,
device for lifting the presser-foot from the still holding the loop just made, turns as de
work while it is being fed, whereby the press fore, and, rising the second time, draws up the
er-foot is always lifted the sane distance second loop through the first without danger
above the surface of the stock, whatever may of catching the thread of the previous loop,
be the thickness of the stock. For this pur. and so on, making a perfect chain-stitch with
pose the presser-foot bar, which has its lever out employing a “cast-off.”
end square or of suitable shape in its lever Our invention further consists in so arrang
bearing to prevent rotation thereof, is ex ing and operating a barbed needle, a Whirl or
tended upward some distance above the cam other suitable loop-forming device, and a feed
device in a sewing-machine that the nee
shaft. This upper end is made round and ing
provided with a spline-groove, to receive a dle shallenter the stock with the barb on the
feather set in the socket of an arm fitted to side farthest from the feed-point, make a half
embrace said rod, so as to slide freely thereon. i revolution about its axis, where it remains
This arm is slotted, and contains an elbow. stationary till the whirl or looper has carried
lever, the perpendicular arm or toe of which the thread around the needle, above the barb,
is provided with a series of fine teeth on the from a point upon the side of the needle far
side contiguous to the side of the presser-foot thest from the feed-point to the same point
when the needle is moved upward, the
bar, which is also provided with a series of again,
barb engaging with the loop formed in the
similar teeth. The arm rests upon the hub thread
and drawing it up through the mate
of a cam on the cam-shaft, against which it
is pressed by a spring surrounding the upper rial. The needle is then turned back a half
end of the presser-bar, and pressing upon revolution, so that the barb is on the side
said arm. A cam acts upon the horizontal farthest from the feed-point. The feed-point
arm of the elbow-lever, and, raising it, causes is now moved forward, carrying the stock with
its teeth to engage with the teeth on the it, and as the barb of the needle is turned

presser-bar, and then raise the bar and presser away from the bite of the loop the loop is
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pulled off from the needle, and the needle, inits.
Our invention further consists in mounting next descent, enters the stock outside of the
the feed-point bar in a vertical position in loop between it and the feed-point, the por
suitable bearings in a plate arranged to be re tion of the loop projecting above the stock
ciprocated in a horizontal direction by means. being forced under the presser-foot, by which

foot.

of a cam and lever, or their equivalents, in
combination with a cam-slot connected to or
formed in the presser-foot bar, all so arranged
that the feed-point will be moved down an
incline till it enters the stock, and then move
in a horizontal line to feed the stock, by im
parting a horizontal motion to said plate, the
feed-bar being provided with a projecting pin
fitted to and working in said slot.
Our invention further consists in so arrang
ing the needle-bar and feed, and combining
them with a reciprocating plate or bar, that
said plate or bar shall operate the feed-point,
and impart an intermittent semi-rotary motion
about its axis to said needle-bar.
Our invention further consists in so arrang
ing and operating a barbed needle, a whirl or
other suitable loop-forming device, and feed
ing device in a sewing-machine that the nee
dle shall enter the stock with its barb toward

the feed-point, make a half-revolution about
its axis, where it remains stationary till the
whirl, the thread-hole in which is on the right
of the needle, or on the same side as the feed
point, has made a complete revolution about
its axis, carrying the thread around the needle
above the barb, when the needle is moved up
Ward, the barb engaging with the loop formed
in the thread and drawing it up through the

itdrawing
is held from
being drawn out by the needle in
up the next loop, thus forming a se

ries of loops, drawing them through the mal
terial and releasing them, and thereby form
ing a seam composed of staple-stitches, sub
stantially like those described in the Pat
ents Nos. 124,293 and 135,047, granted to Geo.
W. Sheffield, March 5, 1872, and January 21,
1873.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva
tion of a machine embodying our invention.
Fig. 2 is a front elevation. Fig. 3 is a verti.
cal section taken on line 1 1 on Fig. 2. Fig.
4 is a partial section of the head on line 22
on Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a horizontal section on
line 33 on Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a partial section
on line 4 4 on Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is a horizontal
section on line 55 on Fig. 6. Figs. 8 and 9
are, respectively, an edge view and plan of a
bevel-wheel, having teeth only upon a por
tion of its circumference, for operating the
whirl. Fig. 10 is an end elevation of the pin
ion for imparting an intermittent motion to
the whirl. Fig. 11 is a transverse section
through the horn on line (56 on Fig. 3. Fig.

12 is an elevation of the back side of front

plate of head, and the mechanism mounted

thereon, with the needle in its proper rela
tive position to the feed-point for making the
material. The needle is then turned back a chain-stitch. Fig. 13 is a vertical section of
i
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the bearing in which the horn is supported, Wrist-pin m, so as to be adjustable thereon,

showing the base of the horn in elevation, and
illustrating one mode of connecting the steam
pipes in the horn with a proper supply and
discharge. Fig. 14 is a vertical section of the
- tip of the horn, and Fig.15 is a horizontal sec
tion on line, 77. o
A is the frame, mounted upon legs B B, to
raise the base A above the floor. C is a pipe
hearing secured to the upper side of the pro
jecting portion of the base A, as shown, and
serves to support the horn D, which is so fit
ted thereto as to be susceptible of being ro
tated therein. The horn D is made hollow to
receive the necessary mechanism for operat
ing the whirl, and has its lower portion in
clined from a perpendicular at an angle of
about thirty degrees, and its upper portion
inclined in the opposite direction at an angle
of about forty-five degrees.
The angles may be varied somewhat from
the above by circumstances, such as a varia
ble height of the horn, &c.
This arrangement of making the horn in
the form of an elbow, with both portions in
clined to a perpendicular, but in opposite di
rections, is a great: advantage in the facility
With which the work may be manipulated, es
pecially Whell it is desired to sew around the
heel, which involves turning the boot or shoe
on the horn.
w
E is the driving-shaft, to which power may
be applied in any well-known manner, and
having firmly secured thereto the bevel-gear
Wheel a, which meshes into and drives a simi
lar gear-wheel, b, on the lower end of the ver
tical shaft F, located within the hollow of the
frame A, in suitable bearings for the purpose,
and carrying at its upper end the bevel-gear
Wheel c, which meshes into and drives a simi
lar gear, d, On the rear end of the horizontal
shaft G, mounted in suitable bearings in the
top of the frame A, and carrying on its front
end the cams e and fand the crank g. His
the needle-bar, fitted to receive a barbed ee
dle, h, which is secured in any well-known
manner, ald is provided with a spline-groove,
l, in the upper portion of its length, to re.

for the purpose of varying the position verti.
cally of the needle relative to the work. The
Wrist-pin in fits into the slot in, formed in the
lower tind of the pitman J, the upper end of
which is fitted to the crank-ping, which has
considerably more throw than it is desired to
give to the Lueedle.
The lever, end...of the pitiman J is provided
With a regulating - Screw, o, for varying the
time of contact of the bitman with the Wrist
pin m in its upstroke, a similar adjustment of
the time of the pitman coming in contact with
the wrist-pin in its downward stroke being
obtained by adjusting the Wrist-pin in at a
higher or lower point on the sleeve I. This
arrangement of the pitman and crank makes
a very cheap and effective mode of obtaining
an inter:nittent reciprocation of the ueedle
bar, and adjustment of the length of the stand
still of the needle.
m
K is a plate fitted to suitable bearings in
the head of the frame A, and partially cov
ered and held in lice by the cap-plate A',
and provided with 1'ojections pg. On its back
side, in which is mounted, in a vertical posi
tion, the feed-bar L, and also has secured to
its front side the toothed rack i', arranged to
engage with and act upon the pillioli i, to ro
tate the needle-bar H. The plate K has an
intermittent reciprocating motion imparted
thereto by the can e acting upon the upper
end of the lever M, pivoted to the frame or
cap-plate A” at r, the lower end of which is
connected at s to the link N, the opposite end
of which is pivoted to the plate K. The link
N is connected to pin S by means of an open
slot or notch, s, so as to be readily discon
nected, so as to move the plate K by hand. .
The length of stroke of the plate K, and, as
a consequence, the length of the feed, lnay be
varied at will by adjusting the pin. 8 ill the le
wer M. The upper end of the lever M is kept
in contact with the can e by the tension of
the spring O. .
The feed-ba L has an offset at its lower end,
upon the extreme end of which is formed a
boss, t, projecting at right allgles to the Off
set, in which is formed a bearing to receive a
short rocker-shaft, upola One end of Which is
formed or secured the feed-point it, and upon
the other end the arm v, the upper end of
which is arranged to l'est against the side of
the feed-ball L, in which position it is l'etained
by the spring 0, the purpose of said spring
being to holl the feed-point in position to ell
gage. With the stock. When feeding, and to al
low said point to rise and pass freely over the
stock when it is being noved back prepara
tory to feeding another stitch.
P is the presser-foot, located upon the sid
of the needle opposite the feed-point, and
Secured in any Well-known manuer to the

-

ceive a feather set ill the pinion i, through
Wilhich the needle-bar H is free to move end
Wise, said pinion being prevented from par
talking of the reciprocating motion of the nee.
'dle-bar by being placed between two portions
of the cap-plate A* of the frame A.
.
The needle-bar H is made cylindrical in
form, and has a bearing in the sleeve I, the
exterior of which is made square, or of any
other suitable form, in cross-section, to pre
vent rotation thereof in its bearings in the cap
plate A'. This sleeve is confined between two
shoulders, or collars, jk, formed upon or se
Cured to the needle-bar H, in such a manner
that the sleeve and needle-bar will reciprocate
together, While the needle-bar is free to be re lower end of the presser-foot bar P', mounted
volved within the sleeve. A small portion of in suitable bearings in the cap-plate A”, in
the upper end of the sleeve I is made round, Such a manner that while it is free to be re

and has clamped thereto, by the screw l, the ciprocated therein it cannot be rotated.
"

o

The

4
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presser-foot P is forced down tipon the stock
to be sewed by the spring a, coiled about the
rod P', between its two bearings, in an obvious
manner, and is raised from the stock by the
lever Q, which may be operated by hand, or

matically adjusting the presser-foot and its

lift to the thickness of the stock being sewed.
The tip of the horn D has mounted in a suit
able socket formed for the purpose the whirl

i”, provided with a central hole for the passage
of the needle, and a hole, i, for the passage
operated by the foot. The bar P has adjust of the thread, said whirl having its upper sur

connected to a treadle beneath the base and

ably secured to its lower end the feed-guard
R, which extends in a horizontal direction
soline distance beyond the needle-bar, (it be
ing so constructed that the needle-bar passes
thl'ough it,) and is then bent downward and
inward toward the needle till its point is about
the length of the longest stitch from the
needle, and about level with the upper surface
of the stock, as seen in Figs. 2 and 12.
When the machine is making the staple
stitch, the guard R is so adjusted as to not
press with force upon the stock, its only office
then being to serve as a guard for the feed
point; but when the chain-stitch is being
sewed it serves the purpose of a presser-foot
as well as guard for the feed-point, the presser
foot P being then removed, and the guard R.
eing so adjusted as to bear with sufficient
force upon the stock to hold it firmly in place.
S is a plate, formed in one piece with, or
fil’inly secured to, the guard R, so as to move
with it when it is adjusted, or when the presser
foot is raised from the stock by the action of
telever Q, and is provided with the inclined
urved slot o', which controls the downward
inition of the feed-point at by acting upon a
truck mounted upon a pin, d, set in the front
side of the feed-bar L. The upper end of the
'esser-foot bar P' is made round and pro
vided with a spline-groove, e, as seen in Fig. 7.
T is an arm fitted to the round upper portion
(if the bar P', so as to be free to move up and
(ii) Wn thereon, and projecting therefrom in a
horizontal direction, with its under surface
esting upon the hub of the cam f, as shown
i: Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The arm T has a slot, f,
cut vertically through it, extending outward
from the eye which receives the bar P', and
has pivoted therein a small pawl-lever, g, the
short arm of which has formed upon its outer
end a Selies 9f small teeth, arranged to engage
With corresponding teeth formed upon the
side of the bar P', when the long arm of the
leverg is raised by the cam facting upon its
inder surface, by which engagement the arm
'i' becomes rigidly connected to the bar P,
and a continuation of the motion of the cam
f Will cause the arm T, bar P', and presser.
foot P, attached thereto, to be raised together.
When the point of the camfhas passed from
under the pawl g and arm T, the arm T, bar
I, and presser-foot P will descend again till
the presser-foot rests upon the stock and the
a 'n T rests upon the hub of the cam f. If
iiicker stock is fed under the presser-foot, so
tiat it cannot descend to the point from which
it started, the arm T will descend till it rests
oil the hub of the camf, being forced along
the rod P by the combined action of gravity

face cupped out around the central hole, as
shown in Fig. 14, and provided with gear
teeth formed around its periphery parallel to
its axis, which mesh into and are acted upon
by similar teeth formed around the periphery
of an intermediate gear, i', mounted upon the
bent pino', which has its bearings in the plate
o' and the upper end of the inclined shaft k',

as shown in Figs. 3 and 14. The intermediate
gear i is also provided with a series of bevel
gear teeth, corresponding in number and size
at their large ends with the spur-gear teeth,
and arranged to engage with a bevel-gear, f,
formed upon or secured to the upper end of
the inclined shaft k', mounted in suitable
bearings in the hollow of the upper portion
of the horn.

To the lower end of the shaft it is secured

a bevel-gear wheel, l, which meshes into and
is acted upon by the bevel-gear wheel m', se
cured to the upper end of the shaft n, inclined
in the opposite direction to the shaft k", and
mounted in suitable bearings in the hollow of
the lower section of the horn D. Upon the
lower end of the shaft in is secured the bevel
gear wheel o, which meshes into and is acted

upon by a similar gear-wheel, p', secured to
the upper end of the hollow shaft g', mounted
in a vertical position in the base of the horn
D, with its axis concentric with the journal
of said horn, and in line with the axis of the
needle-bar. Upon the lower end of the hol
low shaft q is secured the bevel-pinion r", hav
ing teeth formed around about three-fourths
of its circumference, and the remaining por
tion made smooth and tangent to the pitch
circle, at a point equidistant from the teeth, .
upon either side thereof, as shown in Fig. 10.
The pinion r" meshes into and is acted upon
intermittently by the bevel-gear wheel U, of
considerably larger size than the pinion r",
and having the same number of teeth formed
upon one side thereof as there are spaces in
the pinion r". The remaining portion of the .
wheel U is turned to the same bevel as the
teeth, and to the same diameter as the pitch
circle, with the corners contiguous to the first
space upon either side rounded, as seen at s'
s', Figs. 8 and 9. The wheel U is secured to
the front end of the driving-shaft E, and ro
tates about its axis, with its smooth surface
in contact with the smooth straight or slightly
concave side of the pinion r" till the first tooth

on the wheel U strikes against the projecting
corner 2 of the pinion r", when the pinion r"
will be revolved by the continued motion of
the wheel U till it has turned a complete revo
lution, when its flat side again comes in con
tact with the smooth surface of the wheel U,
and the tension of the spring h, thus auto. and the pinion remains stationary till the
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corner 2 again engages with the forward tooth being always in the same direction, as and for

in the wheel U. A steam-pipe, s”, is placed
in the hollow of the horn D, bent as shown,
one end of which communicates with the annular chambers, formed in the interior sur.
face of the bearing C, through passages, formed
in the base portion of the horn D, and the
other end in like manner, through passaget,
with the annular chamber tin said bearing C.
- The vertical passages', leading from the cham
ber s, communicates, by means of a pipe
screwed into the under side of the bearing C,
(not shown in the drawings,) with a suitable
steam-generator, and the vertical passage t°,
in like manner, leads from the chambert to
and communicates with a suitable place for

the purposes described.
3. In combination with a whirl mounted in
the tip of a horn, with its axis vertical and in
line with the center of the needle, and a bevel
gear wheel on the upper end of an inclined
shaft, mounted in bearings within the hollow
of the horn, an intermediate gear-wheel pro.
vided with a series of spur-gear teeth to en
gage with the whirl, and a set of bevel-gear
teeth to engage with the bevel-gear on the
shaft, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
4. In combination with a whirl or lo)per
arranged to be rotated in the tip of a work.
supporting horn, with its axis vertical and in

discharging the waste-steam and the water of line with the center of the needle, the pinion
condensation.

-

v

r" and wheel U, constructed and arranged to

Instead of the chambers and passages in the
bearing C, flexible pipes may be connected directly to the two ends of the steam-pipes, or
to passages in the base of the horn D, above
or below the bearing C, leading to said pipe,
the other ends of said flexible pipes connecting with suitable fixed pipes leading to the
steam-generator, and to the place for discharg
ing the waste steam and water.
If it is desirable to make the staple-stitch,
the relative position of the presser-foot, feed
point, and needle are the same as shown in
Fig. 2, with the thread-hole in the whirl to
the left of the needle, or upon that side of the
needle directly opposite the feed-point, and
the operation is as described in the statement
of invention.
To make the chain-stitch the presser-foot P
is removed, and the needle turned in the
needle-bar so that its barb shall be toward
the feed-point, as shown in Fig. 12, and the
whirl is removed from its bearing, turned half
round, and inserted in its bearing again, with
the thread-hole between the needle and the
feed-point, and the operation is the same as

work together, as and for the purposes de
scribed.
5. In combination with a work-supporting
horn adapted to enter the interior of a boot or
shoe, and carrying in its tip a whirl or looper,
a steam-pipe placed within the cavity formed
in the horn, and bent, as set forth, through .
which steam passes, entering at one end and
being discharged at the other, substantially
as and for the purposes described.
6. In combination with a work-supporting
horn and a steam-pipe arranged within the
cavity thereof, as set forth, the bearing C,
provided with the annular chambers s and t,
and passages sandt leading therefrom, sub
stantially as and for the purposes described.
7. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of
the pitman J, provided with the slot in and
regulating-screw 0, and the needle-bar pro.
vided with the wrist-pin m, adjustably con
nected thereto, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
8. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of
the presser-foot bar P', provided with teeth
upon a portion of its length, the arm T, having

Having thus at length described our invention, what we claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent of the United States,
is1. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of
a barbed needle adapted to be reciprocated in
the direction of its length, and to have an intermittent, semi-rotation imparted thereto, and

with teeth, as shown, and the camf, all con
structed, arranged, and operating substan
tially as described.
9. The combination of the sliding plate K,
feed-bar I, mounted in bearings on said plate
K, feed-point it, and plate S, provided with
the inclined curved slot c', all adapted to opers
ate substantially as and for the purposes de

turned one entire revolution about its axis
after each descent of the needle, and while
the needle is in a state of rest, substantially
as and for the purposes described. .
2. In combination with a work-supporting

10. The combination of the needle-bar H
provided with a spline-groove, h, pinion i,
provided with a feather or pill to fit said spline,
plate K, having secured thereto the rack i',
and having mounted in suitable bearings

described in the statement of invention.

pivoted therein the pawl-lever g', provided

a whirl or looper adapted to be intermittingly scribed.

horn adapted to enter the interior of a boot or
shoe, a whirl or looper mounted in the tip of
said horn, with its axis vertical and in line
with the center of the needle, and mechanism,
substantially as set forth, for imparting thereto
a single complete revolution about its axis
after each descent of the needle, and a period
of rest after each revolution, said revolutions

-

formed thereon the feed-bar L and the plate
S, provided with the curved inclined slot c',
all adapted to operate substantially as de
scribed.
11. The combination, in a sewing-machine,
of an intermittingly-acting feed mechanism, a
reciprocating needle-bar adapted to be oscil
lated about its axis to the extent of half a

6
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revolution at each extreme of its reciproca- the side opposite the feed-point when the
. . . . . . ; lition, a needle set in said bar with its barb to needle-bar is up, and a whirl or looper set .
ward the feed-point when the needle-baris up, with the thread-eye on the side farthest from . . . . . . .
and a whirl or looper set with the thread-eye the feed-point when the needle-bar is descend
between the needle and the feed-point whening, and adapted to be revolved entirely around
the needle is descending, and adapted to be its axis and the axis of the needle after each
revolved entirely around its axis and the axis descent of the needle, and then remain in a

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

...........

of the needle after each descent of the needle, state of rest till the needle is withdrawn from

and then remain in a state of rest till the the stock, turned a half-revolution, and de-ar
needle is withdrawn from the stock, turned scends again, substantially as and for the pur
a half revolution, and descends again, sub-poses described. . . . . . . . .
stantially as and for the purposes described.
Executed at Boston this 4th day of Sep-1:
12. The combination, in a sewing-machine, oftember, 1875.
an intermittingly-acting feed mechanism, a
SYLVANUS SAWYER, i.
reciprocating needle-bar adapted to be oscil.
WILLIAM ESTY.
lated about its axis to the extent of half a
Witnesses:
;:.....
revolution at each extreme of its reciprocar ||
N. C. LOM BARD,

tion, a needle set in said bar with its barb on

WM. P. EDWARDs.

